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‘Joe’s Boxing Fight Night the hottest ticket in town’

Joe’s Boxing Fight Night Saturday 30th September from 7pm
This is it folks what all the old timers all talk about and the hottest ticket in town and this
year will be the biggest ever with many students going up for that ultimate prize the Joe’s
Boxing Black Shirt. Although not a judged competition fight the 3 x 2 minute full contact
match gives students the closest possible feel as to what it’s like to do an amateur boxing
match and sets our black shirt standard. This year we are fundraising to purchase our own
competition size boxing ring and we need to raise $2600 to purchase outright (the exact
ring is shown below). I would also raise funds for travel expenses relating to Will
Doomadgee’s ‘Tribal Connection’ initiative where we will travel to his community of
Doomadgee and encourage the youth to become involved in boxing. The scope of what Will
does is much larger than this and potentially could help many aboriginal communities
across Australia. This time I would really like some help and we already have a professional
marketing person to help us in the form of Lana who is creating the plan as a template for
our success. Students have already offered to donate goods for prizes and we are offering
multi levels of sponsorship. We need people to help on the night as well as organization
but most of all bring many friends and enjoy. Leading up to the event we will be doing extra training plus re-introducing our fitness burn routines affectionately known as ‘four
rounds of hell’. As I would like to have the ring on the night we will be doing several paid
seminars bringing in such people as Alex Tui (the first Australian to win a world kickboxing
title) and Justann Crawford (2 Olympics, 9 times Oz champ, 9 international gold medals).
The Rylstone spring camp will be available to all but will be focussed on those who will be
fighting on the night. Please note you do not have to be going for your black shirt on the
night to participate. If you have a friend or want me to find a match we will endeavour to
do so. The night will also have a large amount of alternative entertainment with demo’s of
sword slicing through bone and the introduction of X-Kombat and of course the lovely ring
card girls will be cajoling everyone to buy raffle tickets between the fights and entertainment. This is one night you don’t want to miss and is what Joe’s Boxing is all about!

Coming Up
White Collar Boxing 20th July
20th from 7pm @ Randwick Labor Club
Rylstone spring training camp 1st
–2nd September primarily aimed at
those who will be fighting on our
fight night later in September
Joe’s Boxing Fight Night 30th September—fund raising for new
competition size ring plus raising
funds for charitable causes
Seminar Alex Tui former world
kickboxing champion head coach at
Tony Mundine Gym Redfern
Seminar Justann Crawford two
time Olympian 9 times Australian
Champion 9 international gold
medals

The girl shows good form with the
short hook having the thumb up the
elbow and shoulder could be higher
to cover her chin. The boy should
rotate his little finger towards himself a little more and could extend

Joe’s boxing & Primativ Warrior

www.primativ.com.au

In the big ring
Anthony Mundine says he wants to get past the “chihuahuas” and line up a fight with boxing’s “big dog” – undefeated seven-time world champion Floyd Mayweather. Mundine will make his long-awaited US debut when he takes
on 41-year-old American journeyman Bronco McKart on US Independence Day, July 4, at Palms Casino in Las
Vegas. McKart 54-9-1 (32KO), who has not held a major world title since he won the WBO light-middleweight
crown against Santos Cardona in 1996, has only fought five times since 2008. “It’s not the fight that I wanted or
that I earned as far as a big fight but that was the offer that came and there was nothing else happening so I had to
take it,” admitted Mundine, who has a record of 43 wins and four losses. “I had to jump at the opportunity. I can’t
knock back a main event.” Mundine, who was stripped of his WBA interim junior middleweight title after refusing
to fight Austin Trout, says McKart is merely a launching pad to land him his main target of Mayweather.

Hall of Fame
Below listed are those who have
been awarded Black Shirts at
Joe’s Boxing. I aim to upgrade
our honour board with all who
have achieved this standard time
honoured for all who pass after to
see.
Adrian McCabe
Andy Madden
Ben Duffy
Blake Shave
Bruce Maddock

.

Damien Dooley
Daniel Midghall
Emma Fitzwilliam
Gaurav Sodhi
Leon Moran
Matt Conacher
Oscar Garcia
Patrick Hofmeister
Paul Sullivan
Peader Cullen
Rachel Parmeter
Salvatore Indovino
Tory Virtu
William Doomagee
William McDonnell

Get your name on that wall!

Around Anzac Day Will Doomadgee took
a few people up to his tribe in the northern territory as part of his ‘tribal connection’ initiative where Will organizes people with skills in music, art, landscaping
etc. to come to the community . I am
scheduled to go to Doomadgee in July to
coach for a few days and help with their
program. I am hoping that Will’s vision
takes hold and that it is both successful
and that it can be a template that is then
transferred to other aboriginal communities. We are currently working on the
formation of a foundation which I am
looking for heavyweight help so if this
interests you in any way let me know.

For those who have signed up on a full membership that is paid by direct debit
or credit card thankyou so much you are my heroes but please be aware that
the notation of your statement will come as EDUCATIONAL FUNDING
COMPANY . They used to send out a letter explaining this but seemed to
have stopped and a number of students have then disputed the payment .

Frenchman's Cap (1446 metres) is
one of Tasmania's most distinctive
peaks. This elegant, white quartzite
dome, ice-sheared on its southeastern side to reveal Tasmania's
highest cliffs, attracts increasing numbers of bushwalkers, rock climbers
and photographers. Almost encircled
by the Franklin River in a rugged region of rainforests, sparkling lakes
and towering rock spires, Frenchman's Cap is enclosed within Wild
Rivers National Park. The liberty cap
worn during the French Revolution is
thought to have suggested its name.
Frenchman's Cap was well known to
Aborigines, and its rich European
history includes visits to the region by
convicts, explorers, prospectors and
piners. Frenchman's Cap was a familiar landmark long before its first recorded ascent by James Sprent's trigonometrically survey party in 1853.

Every year I want to do a challenging hike or climb including
the Kokoda & Everest Base
Camp but this year I choose to
attempt in Tasmania a walk
called ‘Frenchman’s Cap’. This
will be a very challenging walk
being only 23km but apparently
requiring 3-5 days to complete.
If interested let me know ASAP!

